A Visit With the Fairies (Disney Fairies) by RH Disney

Have You Ever Wondered What Tinkerbell's Friends Home Look Like Inside?

WELCOME BACK TO Pixie Hollow! Tinker Bell is your guide as she takes you on a tour of the beautifully decorated homes of five of her fairy friends. With this unique interactive book, girls can open the poster-sized flaps on each page and peek inside each of the fairies' magical rooms.

My Personal Review:
Do you know who's home is made of a cut glass bowl that washed up on the shore's of Never Land? Who has a water lily bed or Horse-chestnut hedgehog toy? Which fairy has a loves shoes or has a home that is guarded by sprinting thistles?

If you're curious, this book is for you! It's really cool because you can visit inside the homes of Fawn, Silvermist, Iridessa, Rosetta and even Vidia! The book actually opens up at the bottom to expand the picture to 2 pages in height, about the size of a small poster.

There is lots of great information about each fairy. It's illustrated quiet nicely and is perfect for your fairy lovers in your family! This book is sure to be a hit in your home!
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